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Abstract. This paper presents the concept and an evaluation of a novel approach
to support students to understand complex spatial relations and to learn unknown
terms of a domain-specific terminology with coordinated textual descriptions and
illustrations. Our approach transforms user interactions into queries to an infor-
mation retrieval system. By selecting text segments or by adjusting the view to
interesting domain objects, learners can request additional contextual informa-
tion. Therefore, the system uses pre-computed multi-level representations of the
content of explanatory text and of views on 3D models to suggest textual descrip-
tions or views on 3D objects that might support the current learning task.
Our experimental application is evaluated by a user study that analyzes (i)
similarity measures that are used by the information retrieval system to coordi-
nate the content of descriptive texts and computer-generated illustrations and (ii)
the impact of the individual components of these measures. Our study revealed
that the retrieved results match the preferences of the users. Furthermore, the sta-
tistical analysis suggests a rough value to cut-off retrieval results according to
their relevancy.
1 Introduction
Students of human anatomy, many scientific and technical areas have to learn many
technical terms of a domain-specific terminology. As an example, anatomic textbooks
focus on descriptions of geometric properties and spatial relations: chapters on oste-
ology, for example, contain descriptions of characteristic features of complex-shaped
bones, chapters on myology employ these bone features as landmarks to describe the
course of muscles, the syndesmology explains the direction of movements in joints.
These examples illustrate the main difficulties for medical students: (i) to learn deno-
tations of many semantic concepts, (ii) to relate information of several sub-disciplines
that are spread throughout voluminous documents or even over several documents, and
(iii) the need to mentally reconstruct complex spatial configurations.
The ultimate goal of anatomy is to provide a profound knowledge of characteris-
tic features that enables experts to identify objects and knowledge of spatial relation-
ships between objects. As images can efficiently convey visual properties and spatial
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relations, many expressive illustrations complement textual descriptions in anatomic
textbooks. However, the printing costs prevent to include illustrations that depict every
single spatial configuration. This lack legitimates a specialized class of textbooks—
anatomic atlases—only containing illustrations. Another characteristic of illustrations
in human anatomy is that a large number of mutual overlapping small, thin, or complex-
shaped objects have to be depicted. The complexity of these spatial configurations
forced human illustrators to develop a large number of abstraction techniques, which
are also useful to focus on the attention of the learner.
This paper presents a novel interactive tool where students can interactively explore
comprehensive tutoring material that are enhanced with computer-generated illustra-
tions. By selecting text segments or navigations to view directions that show objects
of interest, students can initiate queries to an information retrieval system that sug-
gests those sections in text documents or those views on 3D models that best describe
or present relevant domain objects in the current context. Moreover, several emphasis
techniques on text and graphics are applied (i) to focus the user’s attention on the most
relevant objects in the presentation and (ii) to refine the relevance of specific terms in
the query. Note that we do not aim to replace hand-made illustrations, but to comple-
ment them with computer-generated renditions. Finally, a dynamic label layout estab-
lishes co-referential links between textual and visual elements. In our system, students
can use labels to learn those technical terms that are required to understand small text
segments.
These explanations demonstrate (i) the relevance of basic learning tasks in human
anatomy as well as for almost all scientific or technical domains and (ii) the need to
complement textual descriptions with expressive illustrations. Therefore, we imple-
mented an experimental system, which allows medical students to access the entire
area of human anatomy. Our corpus comprises an electronic version of Gray’s popular
textbook on human anatomy [3] and all anatomic models contained in the Viewpoint li-
brary of 3D models [2]. Similarity measures between descriptors for the content stored
in a database and query terms enabled us to suggest text segments that provide addi-
tional information and views on 3D models that might support learning tasks in the
current context. We proposed multi-level content descriptors for text documents and
3D visualizations. Based on these pre-computed data structures, students can search
for paragraphs in voluminous textual documents and for appropriate views from sets
of 3D models. Technical details about the algorithm, the system’s architecture, and our
implementation are provided in [4].
The complexity of the spatial relationships presented in illustrations makes it difficult
to select ’good’ views. In order to determine the quality of views on a 3D model, our
system incorporates several metrics to measure the visibility of objects, the relative size
of objects on the projection, and the amount of contextual information provided by a
view. We designed several tests to evaluate the impact of these factors in a user study.
This paper presents the design and the results of this evaluation.
This section motivated the problem statement. Sec. 2 introduces the related work and
the problem-related terminology. In the following, Sec. 3 briefly explains the concept
to employ information retrieval techniques to correlate views and text, while Sec. 4
evaluates this approach. Finally, Sec. 5 discusses directions of future work.
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2 Related Work
Our system proposes formal content descriptors for views on 3D models that enable
a uniform treatment of textual and visual elements in information retrieval techniques.
The second challenging problem of our approach—the definition of criteria to eval-
uate the quality of views with respect to contextual requirements or communicative
goals—is also a central problem for camera planning systems. In the latter area, many
researchers proposed complex mechanisms to maintain user-specified constraints dur-
ing the course of animations, in guided explorations of dynamic or complex scenes, or
to adjust the camera during user interactions.
The characteristics of our application domain—compact arrangements of complex-
shaped static objects—allow us to simplify the problem statements. In our system, as
in many other anatomic tutoring systems, the navigation is restricted to an orbit which
encloses the 3D scenes. Hence, the number of camera parameters is reduced to 2 polar
coordinates.
Uninformed methods to determine ’good’ views are purely based on topological prop-
erties of the geometric object or on evaluations of visible or occluded geometric fea-
tures. Many researchers propose measures that depend (i) on the projected areas of
faces or (ii) on the number of faces visible from (a set of) viewpoints. Some of these
measures for ’good views’ aim to minimize the number of degenerated faces as seen at
orthogonal projection [5] or maximize the amount of details shown in a view [9].
A very influential measure is based on the amount of geometric information that can
be captured from a certain view. The viewpoint entropy proposed by Vázquez et al. [13]
is defined as:
Hp(X) = −
Nf
∑
i=0
Ai
At
log Ai
At
, (1)
where p is a point on an orbit around a scene, Nf refers to the number of faces of the
scene, Ai denotes to the projected area of face i, At is the total area covered over the
sphere, and A0 represents the projected area of background in open scenes. In a closed
scene, or if the point does not see the background, the whole sphere is covered by the
projected areas and consequently A0 = 0. The maximum entropy is obtained when a
certain point can see all the visible faces with the same relative projected area Ai/At .
The viewpoint entropy measure yields a good balance between the number of visible
faces and the area covered by them. The measure is sensitive to the geometric level of
detail, in the sense that a fine tessellation of a patch may result in a high number of
faces. However, this is not a problem as the entropy may be measured in terms of faces
instead of patches.
Informed methods are able to assign object-specific quality measures for the compo-
nents of a 3D scene and consider object-specific relevance values defined by an external
application. There a just a few systems which consider object-specific relevance values.
Viola et al. [12], for example, used context-depended relevance values to determine
appropriate views on volumetric data sets. Recently, Mühler et al. [6] presented a sys-
tem, which employs an exhaustive amount of pre-processed information to determine
several view-dependent quality measures and to weight their influence during run-time.
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All these systems as well as ours incorporate the view entropy as one parameter in a
complex view metric.
Mühler’s system prefers canonical views that have been suggested by Palmer and
Rosch [8] in cognitive psychology. Canonical views ease the identification of visual
objects. The exhaustive study of Blanz [1] proved that these views were also preferred
in interactive 3D visualizations. To the best of our knowledge, however, the impact of
context-dependent relevance values that are assigned to the individual components of a
complex object to the quality of views has not been evaluated.
Our new approach combines view-dependent information with manually created tex-
tual annotations in the construction of view descriptors that are used in an information
retrieval system. The vector space model [11] allows an efficient storage of the con-
tent and a quick access even for very large databases. Moreover, term-specific weights
are computed according to (i) their frequency in the document to be represented and
(ii) according to their frequency in the database. In order to estimate the relevance of a
document with respect to a query often the popular cosine measure [10] to determine
the similarity between the document and the query is used. Our work also employs a
boost function to consider emphasized terms or prominent visual objects.
3 Correlating Views and Text
This section briefly discusses the concept of the interactive approach to determine cor-
relating text and views.1
3.1 The Indexing Process
Before search engines can retrieve search results, the source documents have to be in-
dexed. We are using a popular text retrieval engine: LUCENE, which processes text doc-
uments. In our approach, we extract textual descriptors for the source documents (text
of books and 3D models) which specify them. We break up the documents into a finer
granularity—text documents are segmented to paragraphs, and views of 3D models are
sampled from a defined number of camera positions on their bounding sphere.
The extraction of the paragraph descriptors is performed as follows (see also Fig. 1):
First, a simple text parser (i) breaks up the documents into single paragraphs. Subse-
quently, each of these paragraphs are (ii) processed by another text parser, which re-
moves unnecessary stop words (e.g., ’a’, ’and’, ’with’) and writes the remaining terms
into the paragraph descriptor. Finally, the parser detects emphasized words in the para-
graphs and marks these words in the paragraph descriptor with a higher importance
value, which is recognized by the text retrieval indexer.
Likewise, 3D models are analyzed in order to extract textual view descriptors (see
also Fig. 2). Obviously, the denotations of geometric objects cannot be purely extracted
from their shape. But often hierarchical geometric models (e.g., scene graphs) use tech-
nical terms to identify their constituting components. Moreover, our system allows to
directly add or manipulate textual annotations for geometric objects within the 3D vi-
sualization of 3D models. This information is stored in an annotation table that links
1 For a detailed technical descriptions, see [4].
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Fig. 1. The extraction of paragraph descriptors
unique color codes for geometric components to technical terms. For a given 3D model,
a number of sample views located on an orbit are analyzed with color-coded renditions.
We determine the visibility of their components as well as their size and position on
the projection. Finally, we construct a view descriptor that contains reference terms for
all visible objects, that specifies their relative size and a measure that specifies how
centered these objects are located on the projection area.
3.2 The Search Process
Both indices generated in the pre-processing step serve to find corresponding text de-
scriptors ↔ view descriptors. The overview of the search results—a set of paragraphs
respectively views—are presented to the user (see Fig. 3). Subsequently, the user is able
to select and explore the results.
Fig. 2. The extraction of view descriptors
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Fig. 3. Both search tasks between text and images
Learners can navigate through the material and interactively adjust the content of
the original textbooks and computer-generated 3D visualizations. By selecting a text
segment, learners can submit a query to the information retrieval system and initiate a
search for views which correspond with the text segment. But those queries can also be
initiated by adjusting views on 3D models to object of interest. The aim of the infor-
mation retrieval system in this scenario is to retrieve paragraphs which correspond with
the visible objects of the selected view. The following paragraphs will present examples
for both scenarios.
Selected Text → View Query: In order to obtain images for user-selected text
segments, the system creates paragraph descriptors for the selected text segment
(see Sec. 3.1). This document vector represents the query and is compared with view
descriptors of all available 3D models. The best fitting 3D model is loaded and the best
view is presented immediately; the remaining good views of different 3D models are
presented in small windows on the side of the screen and can be loaded by clicking
on them. Finally, the user can explore the 3D model, while a colored sphere in the left
upper corner indicates whether the current view is a good one, according to the chosen
text segment (see Fig. 4).
Selected View → Paragraph Query: In this scenario the query is constructed ac-
cording to the properties of the current view on a 3D model while the system suggests
corresponding text segments of available textbooks that are supposed to describe the
most salient visible objects (see Fig. 5). Therefore, the system creates a view descriptor
for the user-selected view on a 3D model (see Sec. 3.1). This document vector is com-
pared with document vectors representing the content of paragraph within voluminous
textual documents. The search result—a list of pointers to paragraphs—is ordered ac-
cording the their similarity with the query and presented to the user in a manner known
from common search engines. By clicking on one of the presented results, the user
immediately gets to the correct position of the chosen document.
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Fig. 4. Text → Image Query (left) and Results (right)
As an additional feature users can induce combinations of those queries. Hence, the
user can type in a text query to determine all corresponding views and similar text
segments, as well as a view query can determine all corresponding text segments and
similar views.
4 Evaluation
We performed a user study to determine (i) what influence the metrics relative size and
centricity have, and (ii) if the algorithms used for the determination of good views to
text segments as well as the determination of text segments to specific views are appro-
priate. To address the first study, we simplified the problem to a set of 8 spheres, which
were spatially arranged in a cubical manner. Some of the spheres were important (green
colored), whereas the remaining spheres were not important (gray colored). By rotating
this 3D arrangement, we were able to derive several configurations, covering visibility
and centricity problems. The second study used a well known 3D object (car) and ap-
plied our algorithms to derive a set of good views for a specified textual description or
good textual descriptions for a specified view.
4.1 Method
Subjects and design. We disigned a test in 3 different languages (Catalan, English,
and German); the user study was carried out with 115 subjects. The subjects (47 fe-
male, 68 male) were subdivided into one test group g1 (76 participants) without prior
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Fig. 5. Image → Text Query (right) and Results (left)
knowledge of 3D software (e.g., 3D games, 3D modeling software), and one test group
g2 (39 participants) with knowledge in that field. Both test groups had to solve the same
blind tests.
Materials and apparatus. The user study consisted of 12 single tests, where the sub-
jects had to choose one out of 3 alternatives. The test was presented in a printable
document, but could also be performed on a computer monitor. The users were also
asked if they had problems in understanding the test or recognizing the images, thus,
those results were excluded from the study to remove distortion by uncertainty.
The first part p1 of the study consisted of 6 single tests (t1-t6). In order to avoid dis-
tortions the tests were extremely simplified, and presented cubical arranged spheres. It
evaluated, which of the criteria (relative size or centricity) humans consider as superior
for a ’good view’ and to which level. To determine the three alternatives, we used the
Fig. 6. Select the alternative (a,b,c) where the green spheres are optimally visible
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measures of visible relative size and centricity, as described in Sec. 3. The users had to
select the view they preferred in terms of visibility (see Fig. 6).
The second part p2 consisted of 6 tests (t7-t12) to investigate text↔image correlations
with a well known 3D object. Since the approach is designed for tutoring purposes
in general (i.e. in the fields of medical, natural science, engineering etc.) we chose a
model of a BMW Z3 car, as most subjects know its interior parts by its denomination.
The tests (t7-t9) assessed, whether our approach algorithmically determines the same
views the users would select for a given text (see Fig. 7). In the tests (t10-t12), the users
were presented a specific view of the car and they had to select one of 3 alternative
textual descriptions in order to find out if the proposed algorithm correlates with the
users selections (see Fig. 8).
Procedure. A short preliminary user test with 2 subjects (excluded from the user study),
followed by a short interview about their decisions, revealed minor problems in under-
standing the tests. Their choices of views were distorted by a preference of several
spatial arrangements (i.e., canonical views), which negatively influenced the visibility.
Thus, for the user study we included a note, remarking that the focus of the test is on
the visibility of the important parts.
4.2 Results and Discussion
Scoring. In the tests 1-6, we calculated the value of both measures (visible relative size
and centricity). Since the users chose one favored alternative, we were able to determine
if the results of both measures corresponded to the preferences of the users.
In the tests 7-9 we indexed 100 views of the car model. Then, the system was queried
by 2-3 technical terms of well-known car components (e.g., steering wheel, leather
seats). The top scored results, together with two lower scored results, were presented to
the user in a random order. In the tests 10-12, we indexed 3 different descriptions (each
with 2-3 technical terms of well-known car components) and queried the system with
a specific view of the car, in order to find out which of the descriptions optimally fits
Fig. 7. Which view (a,b,c) shows the optimal visibility of the steering wheel, the gearshift lever,
and the center console?
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Fig. 8. Which text (a,b,c) describes the visible parts of the image most appropriate?
to the image. The top scored description, as well as the lower scored descriptions, were
presented to the user in random order.
Hypothesis 1: Subjects with knowledge of 3D software select different images than
those without
Since the approach copes with 3D objects, we first determined if participants with
knowledge of 3D software (3D modeling, 3D games) have different preferences in the
selection of 3D views than those without. The majority of the subjects of both groups
g1 and g2 chose the same alternatives. We also applied Student’s t-test to get evidence if
at least the percentages differ significantly. Statistical significance cannot be considered
with a result ≥ 5%(p ≥ 0.05). The t-test neither determined a significant difference for
p1 (F=0.062, p=0.808) nor for p2 (F=0.278, p=0.610). In the following, we merged the
groups g1 and g2 with group g.
Hypothesis 2: Relative visible size is more important than centricity
Part p1 aimed at determining the influence of both measures relative visible size m1 and
centricity m2 (see Fig. 9). We used the χ2-test; since 115 subjects contributed to the
user study and each of the tests had three alternatives, there was an expected frequency
of 38.333 of choosing an alternative. For statistical significance χ2 has to be ≥ 5.99
(α = 0.05).
Fig. 9. Test results of the measures relative visible size and centricity
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Fig. 10. Text-Image retrieval results (left) and Image-Text retrieval results (right)
In order to test m1, t1 and t2 equalized m2 of the important objects, while m1 differed.
There was a strong significance for m1 (t1 : χ2 = 169.793 and t1 : χ2 = 184.976). In t1
90.43% chose the alternative with highest value for m1, while did for t2 93.04%.
For testing m2, the tests t3 and t4 equalized m1 of the important objects, while m2
differed. There was a significance for m2 (t3 : χ2 = 17.965 and t4 : χ2 = 40.192). In t3
only 48.7% chose the alternative with highest value for m2, while did for t4 59.13%.
Thus, m2 is significant, but seems to be much less important than m1.
Finally, the t5 and t6 tested m1 and m2 against each other. m1 had a higher support
(t5: 73.04% and t6:88.70%) than m2 (t5: 19.13% and t6:9.57%), while the remaining
subjects chose the alternative, where neither m1 nor m2 was maximized (t5: 7.83% and
t6:1.74%).
As we assumed, relative visible size is clearly more important than centricity. Thus,
the following tests were carried out with an unequal weight on both measures m1 and
m2 (5:1).
Hypothesis 3: The approach presents desired views for a given paragraph
In the tests t7-t9 we presented a set of common technical terms of the car and showed
three alternative views of the car. The user had to select the one where the named objects
were optimally visible. The higher the computed relevance of our algorithm was, the
more users preferred the view (see Fig. 10-left). Most subjects chose the highest ranked
alternative (t7:86.09%, t8:84.35%, t9:89.57%). At a relevancy of less than 0.8 only a
few subjects preferred the view, but with a relevancy greater than 0.8 the preference
increased exponentially. Thus, this seems to be a rough measure for a cutoff of retrieval
results.
Hypothesis 4: The approach presents desired paragraphs for a given view
In the tests t10-t12 we presented an image of a car and showed three alternatives with
multiple common technical terms of the car. The subjects had to choose the alternative
that optimally describes the image. Like in the previous test, the higher the computed
relevance of our algorithm was, the more users preferred the view (see Fig. 10-right).
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Most subjects chose the highest ranked alternative (t10:100.00%, t11:95.65%, t12:
95.65%). Again, a cutoff of 0.8 for the relevancy of retrieval results seems to be a
rough measure.
Discussion
First, the study showed that there is no difference in the preference of 3D views for
subjects with or without prior 3D knowledge. Both, the tests for the relative visible size
and the centricity were significant, while the relative visible size is much more preferred
than the centricity. In the tests for text-image queries as well as image-text queries, the
relevancy determined by our algorithm correlated with the user preferences. In each
of the tests more than 80% of the subjects chose the top ranked view. Since with a
relevancy value less than 0.8—only few subjects chose the view, this value seems to be
a good measure for a cutoff of the retrieval results.
5 Discussion and Future Work
This paper proposes a novel concept to support learners in the interactive exploration
of comprehensive multi-modal tutoring material. We implemented an experimental ap-
plication that facilitates an evaluation of the fundamental assumption underlying our
application—the measures and the weights to describe the properties of computer-
generated renditions of 3D models. Additional contrastive analyses should evaluate the
efficiency of our approach in comparison to traditional scientific textbooks with perfor-
mance tasks (e.g., seeking time of text-image relations).
Other researchers proposed more measures to evaluate the quality of a view (e.g.,
[6]). But as no formal comparisons or evaluations of their impact on specific tasks
in learning environments have been been done yet, it remains unclear whether these
measures improve the quality of the retrieval results. Therefore, additional user stud-
ies have to be designed in order to determine the impact of different view descriptors
to both search tasks in relating the content presented within multi-modal tutoring sys-
tems. Moreover, new measures that extend the idea of view entropy have been recently
proposed (e.g., mutual information). Up to now, they have been used to measure the
geometric contents of a scene by using faces’ projected areas. This paper shows the rel-
evance of perception-based factors. Therefore, we plan to integrate these measures into
our application to develop new measures that consider new perception-based features,
such as silhouettes, and to run a contrastive analysis of for viewpoint entropy measures.
The experimental application used annotated polygonal models. Frequently, medical
tutoring systems also employ annotated volumetric models (e.g., the visible human data
set [7]). The view descriptors that are proposed in this work are also applicable to
volumetric models. Therefore, our approach could be easily extended with volumetric
visualizations.
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